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Money Moves: Comparing Two Messages About Money in Hip Hop

Money is an essential part of life. If people don’t have it, they are more likely to suffer 

because we live in a capitalist society that views money as all-powerful. It is what maintains our 

position and status in society. In hip hop, that is no exception. Whenever people think about hip 

hop, they think about money and everything it can buy. Every day, we see mixed messages about 

what money means to some artists and what the role of such objects is in their lives. Different 

artists include several messages into their lyrics, but there are always two opposing views. This 

essay will explore the two different ways in which hip hop artists spread their ideas on money, 

the superficial message and the deeper message that involves recounting the difference between 

being rich and being wealthy.

The first message we see embedded into hip hop music is the superficial one. Music from 

known artists such as Jermaine Dupri, Lil Wayne, and Migos spread a superficial message about 

money. The song “Money Ain’t a Thang” by Jermaine Dupri spreads this message. The lyric “To 

hell with the price cause the money ain't a thang” suggests that the artist does not care about the 

price of the objects he buys. Money is not something he cares about because he sees it every day. 

Another song “Got Money” by Lil Wayne states “Take it out your pocket and show it then throw 

it like” which suggests that Lil Wayne is a rich man that takes his money out and throws it as it is 

meaningless to him because he has much of it. He only cares about showing off the amount of 

money he has. Another example is the song “Versace” by Migos. As stated in the title, the song 

is about the expensive brand Versace. The whole music video is very flashy, and the lyrics do 

not fall behind. The line “You can do truey, I do Versace” further exemplifies this. Versace is an 

expensive name brand, and what the artist is trying to tell the viewer is that if they do not own 

Versace, then they are broke because they are buying the brand True Religion while he buys 
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Versace. The message these songs send is superficial because they only care about what other 

people see. What they have is temporary richness as it is used to show off which is the only thing 

they seem to care about. 

The other side of the hip hop industry involves a deeper message about money. Artists 

like Jay Z and Rick Ross contribute to the deeper message about being smart with money. These 

artists speak about investing, building upon their wealth, and giving back. For example, in the 

song “Legacy” by Jay Z, he mentions “My parents ain't have shit/ So that ship started with me” 

which suggests that before him, his parents were poor. This made him decide that he was going 

to start building up his wealth so that his children have something that he never did. In “Legacy”, 

Jaz Z tries to promote investing so that people set themselves and their families up for success. 

Another example of this is the song “The Story of OJ” where Jay Z mentions “Y’all on the gram 

holding money to your ear/ There’s a disconnect, we don’t call that money over here” where he 

calls out the other side's superficial messages. He implies that young people only like to show off 

what they have, but he does not consider that wealth because it is temporary. Lastly, in the song 

“Buy Back the Block” by Rick Ross, the line “It’s time to clean the ghetto, a dope boy wanna 

shine” implies that he wants to clean up the place where he grew up to make it a better place for 

those who are growing up there. To him, money should be used to give back to those who need it 

the most and set people up for success. The main message of these three songs is that money can 

be used as a starting point to wealth. They must make it because it won’t do it on its own. 

The main difference between the two messages conveyed in hip hop is that one sees 

money as a way to show off, and the other sees money as a way to get ahead in life. One 

message is superficial, and it says that money is temporary so people might as well spend it on 

nice things. This message implies that people should spend their money as if there was no 
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tomorrow. It seems like a good idea, but material things only bring temporary happiness. They 

will eventually run out. The other side of hip hop tells people to invest in themselves and their 

futures because they want them to build up their wealth to help others out, especially those who 

are at a place they once were. They want people to come up and build up their wealth the way 

they did. They want them to invest so that their money works for them instead of them working 

for their money. The difference between the two messages is that one focuses on getting rich and 

spending money on things they want while the other message focuses on using money as a way 

to build wealth so that their money grows with them. 

Because of the power of social media and the influence it has on people, I believe that 

more people connect with the superficial message. People like to show off what they have on 

social media because it is a way to show others that they are doing well. The popular rap artist, 

Lil Baby, is an example of an artist showing off what they have. He constantly posts himself on 

private planes, holding stacks of money, and showing off his cars on Instagram. This is what 

leads people to believe in the idea that richness comes from having expensive brands and 

showing off on social media. In my opinion, the message I connect with the most is the second 

one, where money is used as a way to move up in life. It's not about buying temporary things, but 

about investing in oneself that will pay off in the future. Most people think about what they want 

now, but they fail to see what could happen in the future. They need to be prepared because the 

message some artists send about money is that it is temporary, so they might as well spend it on 

nice things. 

In conclusion, hip hop spreads two different messages about money. One is superficial, 

and the other one goes on to a deeper level. Artists like Jay Z, Migos, and Rick Ross all send 

different messages about money. The difference is whether it is more important to be wealthy or 
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be rich. One is temporary, and the other is forever. People should invest in themselves but also 

invest in their future because they never know what might happen. Things can change when 

people least expect it, so it is better to be prepared. Although money is temporary, it is up to the 

individual to make something out of it. It is the individual who chooses which message they 

connect with the most and change something about the way money runs their lives.


